EXAMPLES OF STACKING CONFIGURATIONS

Closure Type: HINGED PANEL OR DOOR
Stock Type: RIGHT ANGLED CONFIGURATION

Closure Type: FIXED PANEL OR DOOR
Stock Type: RIGHT ANGLED CONFIGURATION

Closure Type: FIXED PANEL OR DOOR
Stock Type: RIGHT ANGLED CONFIGURATION

Closure Type: FIXED PANEL OR DOOR
Stock Type: PARALLEL CONFIGURATION

Closure Type: FIXED PANEL OR DOOR
Stock Type: SPECIAL CONFIGURATION

Closure Type: STORAGE AREA DOOR
Stock Type: ANGLED CONFIGURATION

NOTE:

These are just a few options for stacking configurations. The Hufcor type C tracking system allows panels to move smoothly around L, T and X interlocking to form virtually any stack arrangement and also allows for multi-positioning of panels.

4. These options offer greatest resistance to wet weather conditions.
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